
 
CASE STUDY: Cell Towers allocation with Probability of Exceedance and VaR functions (Pr_pen, 

Var_risk, linear) 

Background 

This Case study is motivated by a “toy” problem published in the Analytics INFORMS magazine [1]. Here is 

the description of this problem. 

 

 

 

The considered problem is a special case of the “Partial Set Covering problem” [2, 3]. There is a set of 

houses. Every cell tower covers a subset of houses. We need to choose a subset of cell towers covering at 

least          of houses, where        . 

 

Here we, also, consider some extension of the problem formulation: a reliable covering of houses. Reliability 

is understood as the redundancy of coverage, i.e., every house is covered by 2 or 3 Cell Towers.  

 

This Case study suggests some compact analytic formulation of the optimization problem using a scenario 

based optimization framework. We use Probability of Exceedance (POE) and Value-at-Risk (VaR) functions 

to control percentage of uncovered houses. In our formulation          is a percentage of uncovered 

houses. This value is bounded by constraint     (   )  The function VaR is equal to one minus inverse 

of POE function. The constraint on probability can be equivalently presented by a constraint  on VaR 

function.  

 

 



Further we consider the problem of maximizing the coverage of houses (i.e., the number of covered houses) 

with the constraint on the number of towers. This problem is actually a so called “Maximal Covering 

Location problem” discussed in [4, 5]. POE function is used in objective of the optimization problem in this 

formulation. 

 

We solved the presented “toy” problem: covered 41 houses by 1 and 2 Cell Towers. Also, to demonstrate 

that the suggested problem statement provides a powerful approach, we generated and solved a much bigger 

instance (300x300) with randomly distributed 45,152 houses.  

 

We have used PSG code with VANGRB solver which runs in the background the GUROBI MIP problem 

formulation. If you are an academic, you can run this problem using the PSG (free academic) license and 

GUROBI (free academic) license.  
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Notations 

  = set of houses; 

  = number of houses,   | |; 

  = set of locations for placing Cell Towers; 

  = number of locations for Cell Towers,   | |; 

  = upper limit on a number of Cell Towers in Maximal Covering Location problem; 

     = subset of locations which can cover house    where          ; 

   = boolean variable indicating if Cell Tower is placed (or not placed) in location,  , where         , and 

           {   }; 

 ⃗   (       ) = vector of variables    ; 

  ( ⃗)   ∑        = scenario   of the Loss function  ( ⃗),        . It may have values 0,-1,-2,-3, … . 

If   ( ⃗)     house   is covered at least by one Cell Tower.  

If   ( ⃗)     house   is covered at least by two Cell Towers, and so on.  

If   ( ⃗)    house   is not covered.  

       = probability of scenarios,        . Probability is used to count fraction of covered 

(uncovered) houses. 

  = minimal fraction of houses to be covered;  



    ( ( ⃗))  = Value-at-Risk function with confidence level   defined on the Loss function  ( ⃗)  Let 

scenarios {   ( ⃗)      ( ⃗)}  are ordered in ascending order. Value of     ( ( ⃗))  = value of 

scenario number ⌈   ⌉ , where ⌈ ⌉ is round up (ceiling) sign; 

So, if      ( ( ⃗))     , then at least         percent of scenarios have value less or equal to 

   and         percent of houses is covered; 

   ( ( ⃗)) = Probability of Exceedance function with threshold,  , defined on the Loss function  ( ⃗). Value 

of    ( ( ⃗)) = fraction of scenarios having values greater than     So, if      ( ( ⃗))  (   ) , 

then         of scenarios have value less or equal to -1. Therefore,          of houses is 

covered. 

 

Optimization with Probability in constraint 

Minimizing the number of placed Cell Towers 

   ∑   
 
     (CS.1) 

subject to 

Сonstraint on covering (threshold           ) 

   ( ( ⃗))        (CS.2) 

Binary variables 

   {   },          . (CS.3) 

 

Optimization with VaR in constraint 

Minimizing a number of placed Cell Towers 

   ∑   
 
    (CS.4) 

subject to 

Сonstraint on covering (upper bound           ) 

    ( ( ⃗))   , (CS.5) 

Binary variables 

   {   },          . (CS.6) 

 

Optimization with Probability in objective 

Minimizing the fraction of uncovered houses (threshold           ) 

      ( ( ⃗)) (CS.7) 

subject to 

Constraint on the number of Cell Towers 

∑   
 
     , (CS.8) 



Binary variables 

   {   },          . (CS.9) 


